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PROGRAM 

Le Corsaire Overture 

Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6 

Langsam 

Bewegt 

Mii]Jig 
Sehr miifJig 

Sehr Iangsam 

Langsam 

INTERMISSION 

Hector Berlioz 

(1803-1869) 

Anton Webern 

(1883-1945) 

Scheherazade, Op. 35 Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov 

Largo e maestoso. Allegro non troppo (1844-1908) 

Recitativo. Andantino. Tempo giusto 

Andantino quasi Allegretto 

Allegro molto. Vivo 

Tonight we honor the members of 

The Shepherd Society 

for their generous scholarship support. 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 

check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 

The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 



SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
_, 

Violin I Viola (cont.) Oboe Bass Trombone 
Curt Thompson , Carol Gimbel Jeffrey Kahan Greg Harper 

concertmaster Ellen Craig Charles McGee 
Tomasz Golka Pamela Tsai Lora Schaefer Tuba 

William Fedkenheuer Michael Bynog Rebecca Schweigert Bryan Smith 

Kimberly Fick Andrew Weaver Jennifer Teisinger Justin Thomas 

Marie-Andre Chevrette Alexis Bacon Harp 
Gabrielle Stebbins Jan Gravagne Clarinet 

Deidre Henson 
Zhang Zhang Jacob De Vries 

Ayren Huslig 
Eugenia Wie Cello Juliet Lai Cathy Lin 
Jana Vander Schaaf Gregory Beaver, Carl O'Shea 

Lise Nadon principal Rochelle Oddo Celeste 
Julia Stoltie David Jankowski Alexander Potiomkin Beth Winterfeldt 

Rolanda Shine Rebecca Gilmore 

Joanna Winters Emma Sponaugle Bass Clarinet Timpani and 

Yi Ching Fang Clement Chow Benjamin Freimuth Percussion 

David Fuller Philip King Julie Angelis 
Bassoon 

Alice Miller Robert Howard Nathan Davis 

Cory Balzer Heath Marlow 
Jennifer Gunter Matthew Gold 

Jane Kang 
Scott Phillips Erich Loftis 

Violin II Christina Nahabedian 
Bohuslav Rattay Elizabeth Muncaster 

Steven Leung, Scott Brady 
Michael Sundell Meredith Nelson 

principal Gene Paik Contrabassoon 
Frank Ronneburg 

Kristen Anthony Scott Phillips 
Michael Sharkey 

Rachael Snow Double Bass Joel Woodson 
Matthew Fuller Charles DeRamus, Horn Orchestra Manager Timothy McCann principal Yael Abadi Martin Merritt Lucian Lazar David Murray Wade Rutin 
Thomas McLean Brian Doyle Kelly Daniels Orchestra Librarian 
Jeffrey Issokson Judith Yaldatel Tricia Giesbrecht Lisa Vosdoganes 
Azure Abuirmeileh Chris Windham Myrna Meero.ff 
LaraLynn Van Duren Christopher Simison Jeffrey Rogers Library Assistants 
Amy Reed Robert Stiles Martina Snell Michael Arlt 
Allegra Petti Eyal Ganor Shane Smith Shanda Lowery 
Sasha Callahan Jennifer Godfrey Tiffany Modell 
Jocelyn Adelman Trumpet Ann Radek 
Gary Hung Flute Edward Martinez Paul Reynolds 
Sarah Swain Josue Casillas Michael Myers Lisa Waters 

Julie Duncan Matthew Swihart 
Viola Kris Guthrie John Urness Stage Assistants 
Eberhard Stoll, Susan Kerbs Peter Wiseman Brian Doyle 

principal Lisa Pulliam David Murray 
Paul Reynolds Merrie Siegel Trombone Benjamin Pelletier 
KellyDylla Suzanne Hodgson Matthew Swihart 
Krista Austin Piccolo Don Immel Joel Reist 
Jonah Sirota Kris Guthrie Benjamin Pelletier Chris Windham 

WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. 

STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Le Corsaire Overture . . Hector Berlioz 

Hector Berlioz was a colorful, talented figure of the Romantic era , who 
succeeded in being both widely educated and flamboyantly appealing. The son 
of a doctor, he entered medical school in Paris in 1821, although his true inter
est lay in music, particularly opera. After gaining a Bachelor's degree in Physical 
Sciences, Berlioz enrolled in the Paris Conservatoire to study composition, des
pite the wishes of his father, who withdrew all finan cial support as a result of 
this move. Berlioz's experiences of Beethoven's symphonies at this time turned 
his interest from vocal to instrumental music, and his interest in literature led 
him to attend many theatrical productions, including a p erformance of Shakes
peare's Hamlet in which the actress Harriet Smithson was performing. Berlioz's 
obsession with this woman inspired the composition in 1830 of one of his most 
famous works, the Symphonie Fantastique, in which the imaginative orchestra
tion and the exploration of instrumental sonorities was revolutionary. 

Le Corsaire Overture ( "The Corsair") was written in 1844, when Berlioz was 
convalescing on doctor's orders in Nice, then an Italian resort. Berlioz originally 
intended to name the work "Le Tour de Nice ," because of the view he enjoyed 
from a ruined tower while composing, which allowed him "to watch at my ease 
the approach of distant ships." However, when the score was revised in 1851, 
Berlioz adopted the present title, which is taken from Fenimore Cooper's novel, 
The Red Rover. 

The Overture opens in C major with energetic string passages and rousing 
syncopations in the winds and horns. The excitement of the opening is followed 
by a calm adagio sostenuto section in A -flat major, which seems to depict the 
peace of the sea as Berlioz viewed it from his tower. The music then returns to the 
vigorous style of the opening, in which the fire and colorful orchestration is typ
ical of the vividness with which Berlioz composed. 

Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6 . . Anton Webern 

Anton We bern is today considered to be a composer of notable significance 
in the development of twentieth century music, despite the obscurity in which 
his compositional career was shrouded throughout his lifetime. Like his contem
porary, Alban Berg, Webern was a native of Vienna. He attended Vienna Univer
sity, where he studied harmony, counterpoint, cello and piano, but concentrated 
mainly on musicology, with a particular interest in the polyphony of the Renais
sance Netherlands composers. After graduating with a Ph.D. in musicology in 
1906, Webern found a job conducting operettas; however, his real interest lay in 
composition. 

Although Webern had studied with the renowned musicologist, Guido Adler, 
at the university, it was his association with the great teacher and composer, 
Arnold Schoenberg, that most profoundly influenced his compositions. Schoenberg 
tutored several talented composers in the first part of the century, of whom Berg 
and Webern were the most significant. Indeed, the work and ideas of Schoenberg 
and his students became known collectively as the "Second Viennese School," 



the "First Viennese School" referred to Haydn , Mozart, and Beethoven. The 
most important concept that emerged from this "school " was that of dodeca
phony or twelve-tone music. This is a highly organized form of composition, in 
which all twelve pitches in the chromatic scale are used in a specific prearranged 
order, known as a series or tone row, which replaces any association with a par
ticular key. 

Webern 's early works (c. 1899) had been fairly romantic in style. After his 
studies with Schoenberg, however, his compositions can be divided into two dif
ferent style periods. The first group comprises Opp.1-16, written between 1908 
and 1923, and includes two tonal works andfourteen atonal ones. The next 
group of compositions, Opp.17-31, developed naturally from this atonal style; 
it consists of fifteen twelve-tone works composed between 1924 and 1945. 

Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6, was written in 1909 and consequently be
longs to Webern 's atonal period. There are hints of his earlier romantic style, 
but at the same time, the use of brief motives and the fragmentation of melody 
foreshadow his serial compositions. The influence of Schoenberg's Three Piano 
Pieces, Op.ll, is evident in this work. Webern's comment on Schoenberg's Op.11 
seems to be particularly appropriate to his own work: 

"No motif is developed,· at most, a brief progression is immediately repeated. 
Once stated, the theme expresses all it has to say; it must be followed by some
thing fresh ." 

It is unusual for Webern to write for such a large ensemble, and his reason for 
doing so here is to expose the timbral sonorities of a large number of instruments, 
rather than to create one large orchestral sound. Likewise, rests and silence play 
an important part, and the writing is concentrated and concise. There are six 
movements, of which all except the second are slow-moving,· the third is quiet 
and extremely short (eleven bars), making it almost merge with the fourth move
ment; a ghostly funeral march, characterized by a sotto voce percussion ostinato. 
The first performance of this work was conducted by Schoenberg, to whom it is 
dedicated, in Vienna in 1913. 

Scheherazade, Op. 35 Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, there were five Russian compos
ers of the Romantic Nationalist School who became known collectively as "mo
gochaya kuchka" ( "mighty handful"), or the "Russian Five": Balakirev, Cui, 
Mussorgsky, Borodin, and Rimsky-Korsakov. These composers were writing dur
ing a period of great nationalistic feeling in Russia, when native history and the 
"common man" (folk songs, folk tales, and folk dances) provided much of the 
inspiration for art, music, and literature. Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov is best remem
bered in the West for three orchestral works, which were all written around the 
summer of 1888: Scheherazade, Capriccio espagnol, and the Russian Easter 
Overture. The success of these compositions lies with the exotic orchestration 
and brilliant use of instruments, and in the case of Scheherazade, also with the 
alluring and mystical subject matter. 

The symphonic suite, Scheherazade, is based upon the story of "A Thousand 
and One Nights," and evokes the magical, Eastern atmosphere of these tales. 
Although it is a programmatic work, the composer did not intend that any of the 
movements tell a specific story; rather than providing a narrative, the themes 



characterize different types of orchestration and recur in different moods. Some 

explanation of the programmatic essence of the work is provided by the composer 

in the preface to the score: 

The Sultan Schahriar, convinced of the falsity and infidelity of all wo

men, swore to have each of his wives put to death after the first night. 

But the Sultana Scheherazade saved her life by arousing his interest

in the tales which she told him for a thousand and one nights. His 

curiosity compelled him to put off the execution of his wife from one 

day to the next, and finally he rescinded his cruel resolution altogether. 

Many wondrous things were related to Sultan Schahriar by the Sultana 

Scheherazade. For her tales she took verses from the poets, words from 

the songs of the people, and intermixed the former with the latter. 

The suite is unified by the cadenza-like introductions to movements 1, 2 and 

4, and by a similar intermezzo in the third movement, all played by solo violin with 

harp accompaniment, representing Scheherazade herself The work closes with 

a soaring violin solo, characterizing Scheherazade's new freedom and the Sultan's 

change of heart. 
- Notes by Barbara Downie 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Sunday, October 8, 8:00p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor Kenneth Goldsmith , violin ALL-MOZART PROGRAM: 

Overture to "Abduction from the Seraglio," K. 384; Violin Concerto No.5 in 

A Major, K. 219; and Symphony No. 41 in C Major, K. 551. Stude Concert Hall. 

Free Admission . 

Friday, November 3, 8:00p.m.- SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

and RICE CHORALE Thomas Jaber, conductor PROGRAM: J S. Bach 

St. John Passion, B WV 245. Stude Concert Hall. Free Admission. 

Wednesday, November 8, 8:00p.m. -SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Dvorak Cello Concerto in B minor, Op.104 

(Rebecca Carrington, soloist); Copland Letter from Home; and Ravel La Valse. 

Stude Concert Hall. Free Admission. 

RICE 




